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ABSTRACT  

 

As we all know that routing is the process of sending dedicated packets from one system 

to other in a best path. In a wireless sensor networks applications running on the same platform 

usually have different Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. Two basic requirements are low 

delay and high data integrity. However, in most situations, these two requirements cannot be 

satisfied simultaneously. In this paper, based on the concept of potential in physics, we propose 

IDDR (Integrity and Delay Differentiated Routing), a multi-path dynamic routing algorithm, to 

resolve this conflict. In this proposed thesis we try to construct a virtual network like IDDR, 

which separates packets of applications with different Quality of Service requirements according 

to the weight (cost) assigned to each packet. Here the IDDR will take one path at a time for 

sending dedicated packets to the destination node and it will check whether any node in that path 

is attacked at the point of interval (POI) or it is affected before. If there was no node attacked in 

that transmission path, then only such a path is considered as best path for transferring data to the 

destination. By conducting various experiments on our proposed method we finally came to an 

conclusion that our approach is best in providing security in terms of data integrity and this can 

give best support for sending data from a valid source to destination without more delay and loss 

of packets.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a collection of several nodes ranges from a few to 

several hundreds and even thousands of nodes, where each and every group of nodes is 

connected either to single sensor or group of sensors. Sensor network typically has several parts 

which are clearly shown in figure 1.  

 

1. A radio transceiver device with an inbuilt internal antenna  or device connected to an 

external antenna. 

 

2. A microcontroller 

 

3. An electronic circuit board for interfacing mainly with the sensors and an energy source, 

usually a battery or an embedded form of energy harvesting. 

 

 Sensor may be vary in size when compared with different type of sensors just like of a 

shoebox down to the size of a grain of dust. The amount for purchasing of single sensor nodes is 

similarly variable in its price, ranging from a few to hundreds of dollars, depending on the 

complexity of the individual sensor nodes. While deploying any sensor some valuable resources 

like energy, memory, computational speed and communication bandwidth mainly depends on 

size and cost of the sensor what we use. The topology (I.e. arrangement of nodes) of the WSNs 

can vary from a basic star network to an advanced mesh network. The propagation technique 

between the nodes of the wireless network can be routing or flooding [1], [2]. 

 

 
 

FIGURE.1. REPRESENTS THE TYPICAL MULTI-HOP WIRELESS SENSOR 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radio
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transceiver
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antenna_(radio)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microcontroller
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battery_(electricity)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Energy_harvesting
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Star_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Routing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flooding_algorithm
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Recently with the huge usage of wireless sensor networks in a variety of applications, a 

lot of research efforts have been made to develop sensor hardware and network architectures in 

order to effectively deploy WSNs.For the general purpose network deployment, normal WSN 

cannot able to fulfill the needs like sensing range, transmission range, and bandwidth range for 

sensing the data remotely. To achieve this, it is very crucial to identify the impact parameters of 

network on its performance with respect to the application specifications. 

In CSE and telecommunications, wireless sensor networks are an active research area with 

numerous workshops and conferences arranged each year for the improvement of its 

performance [3],[4].  

 

Owing to these unique characteristics, MANET is becoming more and more widely 

implemented in the industry [14]. However, considering the fact that MANET is popular among 

critical mission applications, network security is of vital importance. Unfortunately, the open 

medium and remote distribution of MANET make it vulnerable to various types of attacks. For 

example, due to the nodes’ lack of physical protection, malicious attackers can easily capture and 

compromise nodes to achieve attacks. In particular, considering the fact that most routing 

protocols in MANETs assume that every node in the network behaves cooperatively with other 

nodes and presumably not malicious [5], attackers can easily compromise MANETs by inserting 

malicious or non-cooperative nodes into the network. Furthermore, because of MANET’s 

distributed architecture and changing topology, a traditional centralized monitoring technique is 

no longer feasible in MANETs. In such case, it is crucial to develop an intrusion-detection 

system (IDS) specially designed for MANETs. Many research efforts have been devoted to such 

research topic [6]. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

In this section we will mainly discuss about the related work that was carried out in order 

to prove the performance of our proposed IDDR protocol for data transfer in dynamic routing 

path and in order to avoid the data integrity and delay differential services on a WSN networks. 

Here we mainly discuss about the working nature of intrusion detection system for identifying 

the attackers during data transfer inside the network. Now let us look about that in detail as 

follows: 

 

MAIN MOTIVATION 
 

An Intrusion detection system (IDS) is internet software which is mainly deployed on 

the hardware designed to detect any unwanted attempts to access, manipulating, and/or disabling 

of computer mainly through a network [7],[8]. An intrusion detection system is mainly used to 

identify several types of malicious behaviors that can easily compromise the security and trust of 

a computer system. Some of the attacks include network attacks against vulnerable services, host 

based attacks such as privilege escalation attack, unauthorized logins attack and attempting to 

access some invalid files like viruses and worms[9]. 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_science
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Telecommunications
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AN IDS IS MAINLY COMPOSED OF SEVERAL COMPONENTS:  

1. SENSORS: This is used for generating security events. 

2. CONSOLE: Which is used to monitor events and alerts, while controlling the sensors? 

3. CENTRAL ENGINE: Which is mainly used for recording the events logged by the sensors in 

a database and use a system of rules to generate alerts from security events received. 

 

FIGURE.2. REPRESENTS THE MILITARY APPLICATION WHICH USES WIRELESS 

SENSOR NETWORK 

Intrusion detection system software is basically executed and deployed in wireless sensor 

networks. The development of such a variety of wireless sensor networks was originally 
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motivated by military applications such as battlefield surveillance and attacker identification 

through sensor which is clearly shown in figure 2. However, now a day’s these wireless sensor 

networks is also used in many civilian application areas, including environment and habitat 

monitoring, healthcare applications, home automation, and traffic control. 

 

III. PROPOSED MULTIPATH DYNAMIC ROUTING (NMDR) 

APPROACH FOR REDUCING THE DELAY TIME IN AN WSN 

 

In this section we will find out the proposed NMDR approach that was used in current 

application in order to reduce the delay time on a wireless sensor networks. 

  

MAIN MOTIVATION 

 

The proposed new multipath dynamic routing (NMDR) with delay differentiated services 

in WSN is divided into two parts. They are as follows: 

 

1) A randomization process for packet deliveries  (and) 

2) Maintenance of the extended routing table. 

 

Now let us look about those two methods in detail as follows: 

 

A  RANDOMIZATION PROCESS FOR PACKET DELIVERIES 
 

Consider the delivery of a packet with the destination t at a node Ni. In order to minimize 

the probability that packets are eavesdropped over a specific link, a randomization process for 

packet deliveries shown in Procedure 1 is adopted. In this process, the previous next hop hs 

(defined in HNi t of Table 1b) for the source node s is identified in the first step of the process 

(line 1). Then, the process randomly picks up a neighbouring node in CNi t excluding hs as the 

next hop for the current packet transmission. The exclusion of hs for the next hop selection 

avoids transmitting two consecutive packets in the same link, and the randomized pickup 

prevents attackers from easily predicting routing paths for the coming transmitted packetsThe 

number of entries in the history record for packet deliveries to destination nodes is jNj in the 

worst case. In order to efficiently look up the history record for a destination node, we maintain 

the history record for each node in a hash table. Before the current packet is sent to its 

destination node, we must randomly pick up a neighbouring node excluding the used node for 

the previous packet. Once a neighbouring node is selected, by the hash table, we need O (1) to 

determine whether the selected neighbouring node for the current packet is the same as the one 

used by the previous packet. Therefore, the time complexity of searching a proper neighbouring 

node is O (1). 
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MAINTENANCE OF THE EXTENDED ROUTING TABLE 

 

Let every node in the network be given a routing table and a link table. We assume that 

the link table of each node is constructed by an existing link discovery protocol, such as the 

Hello protocol in [10],[11],[12]. On the other hand, the construction and maintenance of routing 

tables are revised based on the well-known Bellman-Ford algorithm [13] and described as 

follows: 

By exchanging distance vectors between neighbouring nodes, the routing table of Ni is 

accordingly updated. Note that the exchanging for distance vectors among neighbouring nodes 

can be based on a predefined interval. The exchanging can also be triggered by the change of 

link cost or the failure of the link/node. In this paper, we consider cases when Ni receives a 

distance vector from a neighbouring node Nj. Each element of a distance vector received from a 

neighbouring node Nj includes a destination node t and a delivery costWNj,t from the nodeNj to 

the destination node t. The algorithm for the maintenance of the routing table of Ni is shown in 

Procedure 2, and will be described below. 
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When a node Ni receives a distance vector from a neighbouring node, Procedure 2 is used 

to maintain the next hop candidates for each entry in the routing table of Ni.The time complexity 

of Procedure 2 maintaining the next hop candidates is O(|N|). Furthermore, in the routing table of 

Ni, there are |N| entries in the worst case. Hence, the time complexity of maintaining the routing 

table is O(|N|
2
). 

 

Based on Procedures 1 and 2, our security-enhanced dynamic routing can be achieved 

without modifying the existing distance-vector-based routing protocols such as RIP and DSDV.  
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION  PHASE 

 
Implementation is the stage where the theoretical design is converted into 

programmatically manner. In this stage we will divide the application into a number of modules 

and then coded for deployment. We have implemented the proposed concept on Java 

programming language with JSE as the chosen language in order to show the performance this 

proposed novel passive ip Traceback model on a spoofed network. The front end of the 

application takes Java Swings, AWT and Socket Programming and as a Back-End Data base we 

took MS-Access data base. The application can be executed either on a single PC or it can be 

executed on multiple PC’s all connected over a LAN. The application is divided mainly into 

following 5 modules. They are as follows: 

 

1. Service Provider Module 

2. Router  Module 

3. IDS Manager Module 

4. Receiver Module 

5. Attacker Module 

 
1. SERVICE PROVIDER MODULE 

In this module, the service provider will browse the data file, initialize the router nodes 

and then send to the particular receivers. Service provider will send their data file to router and 

router will select smallest distance path and send to particular receiver. 

 

2. ROUTER MODULE 

The Router manages a multiple networks to provide data storage service. In network n-

number of nodes are present (n1, n2, n3, n4, n5…). In a router service provider can view node 

details and attacked nodes. Service provider will send their data file to router and router will 

select smallest distance path and send to particular receiver. If any attacker is found in a node 

then router will connect to another node and send to particular user. 

 

3. IDS MANAGER MODULE 

 

In this module, the IDS Controller consists of two phases. If Integrity or Malicious Data 

is occurs in router then IDS controller is activated. In a first phase DNS packets, Net flow, 

Traffic filter and Fine-grained IDS client detection are present. Aim is that detecting all hosts 

within the monitored network that engage in IDS communications. We analyze raw traffic 

collected at the edge of the monitored network and apply a pre-filtering step to discard network 

flows that are unlikely to be generated by IDS applications. We then analyze the remaining 

traffic and extract a number of statistical features to identify flows generated by IDS clients. In 

the second phase, Coarse-grained IDS Integrity or Malicious Data detection, Fine-grained IDS 

client detection and Integrity or Malicious Data are present; our system analyzes the traffic 

generated by the IDS clients and classifies them into either legitimate IDS clients or IDS 

Integrity or Malicious Data. 
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4. RECEIVER /END USER MODULE 

 

In this module, the receiver can receive the data file from the router. Service provider will 

send data file to router and router will send to particular receiver. The receivers receive the file 

by without changing the File Contents. Users may receive particular data files within the network 

only.  

 

5. ATTACKER MODULE 

 

Attacker is one who is injecting malicious data to the corresponding node and also 

attacker will change the bandwidth of the particular node. The attacker can inject fake bandwidth 

to the particular node. After attacking the nodes, bandwidth will changed in a router. 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
In this section we mainly describe about the result analysis at the end of our application. 

Here we can see the final window that clearly represents the source or service provider who has 

the facility to upload the file into the server and in turn the service provider needs to initialize all 

the set of nodes that are available on router. For this process he will click on init button, once he 

initialized all the set of nodes with a valid ip address then the sender will click on submit button 

to transfer the data from valid sender to the destination node under best path. 
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From the above window we can clearly find out that before the data is uploaded into the 

server with the help of a router with a set of nodes, the sender  is asked with a alert box in which 

it is asked for router ip address along with destination IP Address. At that stage the sender should 

enter a valid ip address of router as well as destination in order to transfer the data to the 

dedicated destination nodes. 

  

 
 

From the above window we can clearly find out of any nodes in the router got attacked 

this can be identified clearly in the router node with some red color and those nodes which are 

not attacked will be in black color 
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From the above window we can clearly find out that those nodes which are having no 

attack will be displayed in green color and they are used as best nodes for transmission. 

 

 
 

Finally the data is send successfully to the receiver location with the help of an best path 

that is choosen from a set of nodes that are available on the router. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we for the first time designed and evaluated the performance of new 

multipath dynamic routing (NMDR) approach for reducing the delay time in a wireless sensor 

networks. This proposed approach is designed in order to satisfy the two different QoS 

requirements, high data fidelity and low end-to-end delay, over the same WSN simultaneously. 

The NMDR algorithm is proved stable using the lyapunov drift theory and it is also proved with 

a good scalability because only local information is required, which simplifies the 

implementation. In addition, NMDR has acceptable communication overhead. By conducting 

various experiments on our proposed NMDR approach on a local area network, we finally came 

to an conclusion that this approach is best suited for sending data from a dedicated source to the 

valid destination node with very low delay differentiation. 
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